
Law Enforcement, First Responder, and Homeland Security Robots 
Platform Technology Market to be valued at $4.3 billion by 2021 

 

Market Research announces that it has published a new study Law Enforcement, First Responder, and 

Homeland Security Robots Market Shares, Strategy, and Forecasts, Worldwide, 2015 to 2021.  Next 

generation civilian security robot platforms leverage better materials, more sophisticated designs, 

software technology, and tablet remote controls to support high quality data gathering and 

communications in difficult situations.  

Bomb squads have need for better technology, more flexibility, better maneuverability.  The robots 

answer those needs, they can be tuned to the specific activity in which they are being used, using 

modular systems.  Platform robot modules are highly targeted to specific situations.  Robots make police 

organizations more functional, improve security performance by allowing remote operation.  The study 

has 582 pages and 257 table and figures.  

The ability to use robots for law enforcement, first responder, and homeland security is a function of 

affordability.  Many cost efficient robots have come to market, challenging those offered by some of the 

existing market leaders that are part of the traditional military industrial complex.  

Do Inquiry For Sample Before Purchasing This Report: 

http://www.marketresearchstore.com/report/law-enforcement-first-responder-and-homeland-

security-robots-37627#RequestSample  

Law enforcement, first responders, and homeland security robots are mobile automated process 

platforms that are responsive to homeland security needs.   They are emerging in the context of 

globalization and smart phone devices that provide connectedness.    This global aspect of the first 

responder robots means that the devices have a presence in every part of the world.   First responder 

robots are inherently local, they are used locally, they are needed by security personnel in particularly 

dangerous situations.  Systems of engagement apps are evolving as specially designed ground robot 

networks used to address terrorism and local law enforcement and fire department needs to support 

community and city safety patrol.  .  

According to Susan Eustis, leader of the team that prepared the study, “Robot security technology is 

having a great affect on law enforcement, first responder, and homeland systems effectiveness.  

Security Robots utilize platform technology and leverage the mobility of the robot.   Within the robot 

platform,  components have been useful as organizations move to secure the safety of the officers 

forced to function in dangerous situations.  Law enforcement organizations are able to function more 

effectively.  Video facilitates supervisors in communicating to a deployed unit in a manner that is taking 

into consideration the difficulties any particular officer is having in an individual situation, paying 

individual attention to officers deployed in the risky situation.  Risk management performance can be 

improved, managing any situation can be improved using robotic platform technology. 
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Vendors have adopted a variety of control mechanisms and and intuitive users interfaces so robot 

operators are able to drive the robots easily.  Vendors have been able to make them more effective and 

more affordable.   

Market growth comes from every law enforcement organization that needs to achieve an edge over the 

bad guys, over terrorists, protecting the civilian populations more effectively and with less risk to the 

enforcement offices than has been able previously.  Organizations wishing to gain performance 

advantage in their local situations are buying the robots.   By adopting prebuilt modules of enforcement 

technologies and adapting them to the local situations, vendors have been able to build worldwide 

markets. 

The evolution of security robots and devices is in the context of smart phone adoption, going to 9.5 

billion by the end of the forecast period, with apps becoming more accepted.  The ability to offer 

sophisticated robots for the police officers and lieutenants is what provides sophisticated application 

capabilities.  Apps are further evolving to provide tracking of motion and help provide mastery of 

various techniques for risk management.  Robots are useful for mastering some aspect of police detail 

work and adding to lowering the cost of premium local and national border security forces. 

Do Inquiry For Buying This Report: http://www.marketresearchstore.com/report/law-enforcement-

first-responder-and-homeland-security-robots-37627#InquiryForBuying  

Law Enforcement, First Responder, and Homeland Security Robots platform technology markets at $764 

million in 2014 are anticipated to reach $4.3 billion by 2021.  Market growth comes as every law 

enforcement agency  faces the prospect of dealing with terrorists.  With technology maturity and 

economies of scale, price points will decline rapidly and affordability will drive significant market 

growth, soon reaching billions of dollars.   The companies that achieve measurable market share early in 

the evolution of the market are likely to maintain a strong presence in the billion dollar markets.   

Market Research is an independent research organization funded by the sale of market research studies 

all over the world and by the implementation of ROI models that are used to calculate the total cost of 

ownership of equipment, services, and software.  The company has 35 distributors worldwide, including 

Global Information Info Shop, Market Research.com, Research and Markets, electronics.ca, and 

Thompson Financial.  Market Research is positioned to help customers facing challenges that define the 

modern enterprises. The increasingly global nature of science, technology and engineering is a reflection 

of the implementation of the globally integrated enterprise.  Customers trust Market research to work 

alongside them to ensure the success of the participation in a particular market segment. 

Market Research supports various market segment programs; provides trusted technical services to the 

marketing departments.  It carries out accurate market share and forecast analysis services for a range 

of commercial and government customers globally.  These are all vital market research support 

solutions requiring trust and integrity. 
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Market Research Store is a single destination for all the industry, company and country reports. We 

feature large repository of latest industry reports, leading and niche company profiles, and market 

statistics released by reputed private publishers and public organizations. Market Research Store is the 

comprehensive collection of market intelligence products and services available on air. We have market 

research reports from number of leading publishers and update our collection daily to provide our 

clients with the instant online access to our database. With access to this database, our clients will be 

able to benefit from expert insights on global industries, products, and market trends. 
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